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Mom’s B-Day BBQ continued…Cam vs. Teresa 

 

I laid comfortably on a lounge chair with Andrea, next to Sarah and Audra.  I was surprised, but my mom 

actually wanted to lay next to me and Andrea.  She placed her head upon my chest, laid one of her thick, 

muscular legs over mine and wrapped her muscular arm around my torso, feeling my heavily muscled 

body beneath her limb.  She had just pleasured me expertly and I had a feeling she was eager to do so 

again!  Andrea gave me a questioning smile, but it was kind of an excited one, like Andrea liked my mom 

a lot and definitely wanted to fuck her.  I smiled back and then turned my attention back to my wife. 

Teresa turned her incredibly gorgeous, athletic face and looked back at me with a huge grin.  She knew 

that she and Cam had a bit of a rocky past with each other.  But now Cam was grateful for our 

intervention and stood as a six foot tall, gorgeously muscled, fit, rounded glute, Asian beauty.  There was 

a bit more appreciation from my sibling and Cam had become much nicer and more pleasurable to be 

around. 

They made their way to the edge of the pool and began to slowly walk down the steps and descend into 

the water.  The sheer mass of my wife was almost unfathomable.  I watched with each slow step into 

the pool.  Her muscular calves submerged first, the cool water enveloping their insanely huge, diamond 

like shape.  Next I watched as her enormously flared out thighs and bulbous hamstrings made their way 

beneath the water’s surface.  Her glorious, gargantuan ass was next.  Almost completely bare due to the 

fact that the small bikini V-shape in the rear was completely devoured by her two impeccably shaped 

glute muscles.  The absolutely insane width and girth of her back was now becoming slightly submerged 

and the utter thickness and pure slabs of muscle piled on it was beyond impressive. 

My wife then turned her body, now facing the rest of us.  Her bare chest was covered with meaty, 

perfectly formed pec muscles.  She bounced them up and down several times for us all.  The sheer mass 

she was bouncing was crazy and I was moist again immediately.  My mom had never seen Teresa’s male 

bodybuilder sized, pounding pec bounces and she exclaimed, “Oh my God Teresa!  Those are gigantic!” 

Teresa laughed and said, “Thanks mom!” 

She then gave them both a simultaneous flex and then dipped her head back and submerged herself 

completely under water.  Teresa then slowly rose and reached her arms back to take her hair in her 

hands.  As she did, her biceps muscles compressed into colossal softball sized masses of densely packed 

muscle.  Larger than most women’s and some men’s waists, her biceps would soon dominate any male 

bodybuilding competition she entered.  In a jaw dropping motion, she gathered her wet, long, silky hair 

in a ponytail and wrapped it up and in front of her gargantuan right shoulder. 

Her shoulders were now damn near about the size of an inflated volleyball.  The shoulder caps were 

massive and the wetness and glistening water on her beyond massive shoulders and pecs was 

incredible.  Her quick display of muscle had us all ogling her massively muscled frame and we all enjoyed 

watching her every move. 

Teresa then turned to Cam, reached under her shoulders and lifted her up in the air in front of her.  With 

Teresa’s massive arms extended outward, Cam looked majestic from the side.  Her long, lean, muscular 
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body was the envy of any woman and her perfectly shaped, perky ass was reaching out well behind the 

gorgeous curve of her lower back.  Her tits were cute and perky and I was pretty sure Teresa wanted to 

have one of them in her mouth immediately.  They stared at her from only a few inches away and led 

down to Cam’s perfectly developed, ripped abs. 

Both girls looked tremendous in their own way and with their perfectly formed bodies carrying such 

finely crafted muscle, we were all sure to enjoy them playing around in the pool. 

Athena commanded the start of the game and the two girls turned to the ball.  Teresa kind of started to 

stride towards the ball, her massive frame moving huge amounts of water and eventually causing 

gallons and gallons to come spilling over the edge of the pool.  Meanwhile, Cam dove majestically 

towards the ball underwater.  Her long, lean, muscular body cut effortlessly through the water and she 

was able to reach it first. 

But by the time Cam stood and turned around, Teresa was right there.  Cam was staring directly into the 

widest, most muscle-laden person she’d ever seen in her life and it was clear that Teresa was probably 

five times stronger and could easily wrestle away the ball.  Not even knowing if it would work, Cam 

ducked underwater as Teresa’s herculean arm reached out for her.  She pushed against the side of the 

pool with her muscular legs and shot like a torpedo directly through Teresa’s tremendous legs. 

The move worked and Cam’s sleek body shot through the pool and to the other side in an instant.  She 

reached up and put the ball through the hoop to score the first point of the match.  She jumped for joy 

in victory of scoring the first point and her fit, muscular, tall Asian body and perky tits looked amazing as 

the water splashed up and drenched her already wet, glistening physique.  I was sure Cam spent hours 

staring at her own goddess like body in front of the mirror.  And I really couldn’t blame her. 

“One to nothing!” Cam spared at Teresa as she wadded her way back over to that edge of the pool. 

“Oh God Cam.” Teresa replied with a head shake of disbelief that Cam was already bragging and had a 

long way to go. “Gotta score five remember…” 

“I know, I know.” Cam replied, still having the cockiness of the sibling I grew up with. 

The ball was soon positioned at the other side of the pool again and Athena gave the call to begin.  Cam 

dove into the water like she had just done before.  I had to admit I enjoyed watching her perfectly 

sculpted ass rise up and then cut into the pool surface, descending below the water level.  But Teresa 

was having none of it.  As Cam was surely shooting by, Teresa grabbed her leg.  With a grab of Cam’s 

right arm, Teresa flung Cam’s leg, arm and whole body easily ten feet into the air and ten feet away and 

into the deep end.  Her gorgeous, long body flailed through the air and crashed into the water, causing a 

huge splash as she sunk beneath the waves. 

Teresa quickly grabbed the ball and instead of striding through the water, she took a dive back to the 

hoop.  Her ass and huge legs looked unfathomely big as they rose out of and above the water surface 

before quickly re-entering the pool as her big body completed the underwater dive.  You could see the 

cavitation in the water level that her massive shoulders and body made as it moved in the water.  A 

couple seconds later, her wet, muscle-bound head and torso rose out of the water and she flipped the 

ball through the hoop, evening the score.  Water again was thrust over and out of the pool with my 

wife’s powerful movements.   
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“One to one now pipsqueak.” My wife needled Cam as she made her way back to the starting area. 

“Ok, Ok.” Cam replied, “Time for a new strategy is all.”  

Teresa kind of laughed but knew she should probably be ready for anything. 

They lined up again and unlike the previous two times, Cam didn’t even dive for the ball.  She let Teresa 

go get it and calmly wade it back to the hoop.  None of us knew why Cam hadn’t even tried this time, 

but maybe figured she was just resting this round for some reason.  Teresa tossed the ball into the hoop 

to score her second, and this time, uncontested point.  But just as the ball was almost though the hoop, 

Cam had jumped, extended her long arm and rejected the shot as it was about to go in.  Cam then 

quickly grabbed the ball and threw it through the target as Teresa grabbed her arm and tried to pull her 

away. 

Too late.  The ball went into the opening and Cam had just stolen a second point.  “You little cheat!” 

Teresa exclaimed as she had been sure about taking the lead, but now found herself down again. 

“Just outsmarted you big girl.  Gotta use the thinker too ya know.” Cam ribbed my wife as she took the 

lead once more. 

I had to admit, it was a smart play.  I probably would have done the same to Cam when we were kids 

and we were always competitive and trying to out-smart each other whenever we played games. 

“Don’t worry Cam.  I’m a quick learner and I’m thinking you’re out of moves, so I’ll be good and ready 

for the next few rounds.” Teresa let Cam know. 

I ogled the girls as they lined up for the next round.  Teresa was so bulky and thick and looked two or 

three times larger than Cam.  Her muscles exploded from every body-part and her strength was 

becoming Thor-like.  As she wadded in the water, her glorious pecs dripping with cool, moist pool water, 

I could see a fierce determination on her face.  Her long, wet hair draped down her bumpy, muscle-

covered back and she kind of leaned forward, ready to begin. 

It was hard not to be completely impressed with Cam’s beautifully muscled body and firm, perky tits.  I 

always loved how cute Asian women could be and Cam definitely was that.  Put a lean, muscular body 

on top of that and you had the making of a knee buckling heart-throb. 

Athena yelled, “Go.” And the next round began. 

Cam dove into the water.  But in an instant and lightning quick motion, Teresa actually submerged her 

body, placed her feet against the side of the pool and blasted with all the power her thighs contained.  It 

propelled her muscle-bound body through the water like a flash.  She passed Cam just as they reached 

the ball and Teresa grabbed it.  She submerged herself again, used the same powerful muscular 

explosion against the side of the pool and darted back to the hoop.  This time, Cam wasn’t there to 

reject her, and Teresa scored a quick point. 

Cam couldn’t believe that Teresa had so much strength and raw power that she could cut through the 

water even faster than her.  She shook her head in disbelief as Teresa stood there proudly, her massive 

arms intertwined and crossed in front of her torso, just below her gargantuan pecs.  Teresa’s forearms 

were kind of smashed against each other in this pose and Cam had to be impressed at the muscle-laden, 
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19” forearms that flexed just inches from her face.  Teresa was smiling from ear to ear and now knew 

there was no way Cam could get to the ball faster or stop her from victory. 

They played out the same scenario two more times and it was two easy wins for Teresa.  She was 

gloating now and by the final round, Cam didn’t even try.  Teresa returned to the hoop a point from the 

win.  She looked over at Cam, who she knew was going to try to reject her shot again.  “Not this time 

Cam.” Teresa said as she wagged her finger at her. 

In a feeble attempt, Cam positioned herself behind the hoop, ready for the rejection attempt.  Teresa 

slowly turned her head, looked me in the eyes and got a wry smile across her face.  She lowered herself 

under the water, reached out and grabbed Cam’s ankle.  Teresa then stood up swiftly.  This took the feet 

out from Cam and flipped her upside down in an instant.  We were now looking at Teresa, standing with 

her arm outstretched as high as it could go. 

The muscles covering my wife’s arm were bigger than the leg of Cam’s she now held high in the air.  

Cam’s gorgeous ass was now facing us, just above the water surface and Teresa began to spank it 

playfully.  You could see Cam reaching up out of the water to protect her glutes from Teresa’s frisky 

spanks.  We all, began laughing hysterically at Cam’s plight and even my mom was getting a kick out of 

it. 

Teresa gave Cam a few more fun filled pats on the ass and then tossed the ball through the hoop for the 

victory.  Now knowing Cam would be required to pleasure her till completion, Teresa grabbed the small, 

white bikini bottoms from Cam and quickly slid them over and off her legs.  She then tossed them to the 

side of the pool and let Cam up for air.  Now completely naked, Cam stood and reached her hands out 

and into Teresa’s bikini.  She then lowered herself underwater and slid Teresa’s bikini down her muscle-

laden quads and off her powerful feet. 

Cam then stood up, whipped Teresa’s bikini bottoms around and then through them over to us, landing 

just a few feet from my wide lounge chair. 

Teresa then grabbed Cam, threw her gorgeous, long muscled physique over her shoulder and began 

walking to the steps of the pool.  As she started to ascend the stairs, her wide, muscle-bound body, 

dripping wet and glistening in the hot sun seemed larger than life.  But what was even larger was her 

massive cock. 

My wife was already hot and wet and ready to go.  I think my mom’s jaw dropped as she saw the insane 

length and width of the love rod my wife possessed. 

“Oh my god!” my mom exalted, “It’s enormous!” 

“It sure is!” I replied excitedly, knowing I got to experience its pleasure multiple times a day. 

Teresa than turned her back to us, walking her prize over to the 7’ round, padded love mattress.  The 

boys had put new sheets on it since my mom had pleasured me on them.  Her naked glutes flexed 

massively with each stride, not only supporting her own weight, but that of Cam’s as well.  She then 

lightly tossed Cam onto the mattress and stood majestically in front of her. 

As Cam turned and got a look at my wife’s huge, 12”+ love rod, her eyes practically bugged out of her 

head.  “It’s gorgeous.”  Is all Cam could muster to say. 
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Cam then reached out and had to hold it, to feel it in her palms.  The thickness and length of my wife’s 

cock was impressive enough.  But more than that, it was perfectly shaped and colored.  It had an alluring 

pinkish color with a slightly darker, rosy colored tip.  The mushroom shape of the tip was also perfectly 

bulbous and rounded and the hole in the top was perfect for a massive spout of her cum.  There was 

also a thick, rounded, lengthwise protrusion that ran on the underside of its surface from its base, all the 

way to just below the tip.  Its rock-hard but slightly pliable outer surface was also awe inspiring to touch. 

“Have you ever sucked a dick Cam?” Teresa asked. 

Cam just shook her head no.  But she couldn’t’ resist.  It was the most perfectly formed cock she had 

ever seen in her life and she was drawn to it.  In an instant, Cam couldn’t help herself and plunged her 

mouth and lips upon it.  I knew the feeling and was immediately jealous that Cam had Teresa’s cock in 

her mouth and not me. 

Not even knowing what she was doing, Cam wanted to experience the full length of Teresa’s shaft in her 

mouth.  She jammed her head as far as possible upon the mouth filling tip and didn’t stop until it was 

banging into the back of her throat.  The most perfectly formed cock in the world was now in Cam’s 

mouth and she couldn’t imagine wanting anything more.  She reached out both hands and grabbed the 

amazing thickness of the shaft to begin stroking and massaging it, as the tip continually poked the back 

of her throat. 

Cam closed her eyes and began kind of turning her head slightly from side to side as she also lifted her 

head back, letting the tip reach her perky lips, before slowly working her head forward and back down 

upon the thick rod in her hands.  In addition to that, she was kind of twisting her hands at the same time 

and performing a motion on Teresa that I hadn’t actually thought of.  Teresa’s whole body kind of jerked 

with the sensation of pleasure, and for her first time, Cam was already providing Teresa with some 

erotic enjoyment. 

Teresa reached her muscular arms down and began kind of massaging Cam’s firm, muscular shoulders 

as Cam performed her magic on my wife’s cock.  I loved watching the way Teresa’s ass muscles flexed 

and relaxed as she moved her pelvis in and out in rhythm with Cam’s plunges.  Her thighs also flexed 

massively and the huge, hanging hamstrings tightened and relaxed continuously throughout the blow-

job. 

It was making Andrea hot too and she reached down and inserted her fingers in my clit.  She wanted to 

provide me with some pleasure and I’m sure wanted me to return the favor.  But my mom was already 

on it.  She had magic fingers too, and within seconds, had Andrea moaning in pleasure as she titillated 

her g-spot firmly.  My 28-year-old looking, muscle covered mom was definitely wanting to insert herself 

into our horned up group, and I already knew she was impressing Andrea. 

As Cam sucked my wife’s cock with unencumbered enthusiasm, it was clear that she was gaining a new 

love and respect for my muscled up wife.  Cam had once called Teresa a muscle-bound steroid freak, but 

not now.  Now Cam was enjoying the taste of my wife’s gargantuan love rod and kissing the tip like she 

wanted to kiss super-models in our youth.   

With Cam’s mouth and tongue diving down and up and down and up on my wife’s cock.  And her hands 

massaging and twisting upon the shaft, Teresa was really getting overcome with pleasure.  My wife 

started to get that tingling feeling in her tip and also clearly enjoyed watching Cam’s head plunge up and 
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down on her cock.  She too remembers the days of Cam calling her derogatory terms and gross and 

looking like a dude.  But now Cam was sucking her off and enthusiastically giving her the blow job of a 

lifetime.  How the tables have turned.  From distain, to cock worship…oh what progression of events! 

As the pleasure intensified and Cam’s head motion quickened, Teresa was getting very close to 

completion.  But that couldn’t happen yet.  Teresa had to exact another desire and quickly pulled her 

cock from Cam’s mouth.  

“Oh Teresa, please, please give it back to me…Please Teresa, I beg you.” Cam finished.  Desperately 

wanting Teresa’s glorious cock back inside her mouth. 

She kind of wagged her finger, grabbed Cam around her ab covered torso and lifted her up and bent her 

over the edge of the mattress.  Now bent completely over and vulnerable, Cam was about to take a 

good fucking.  Teresa dumped a ton of lube on her shaft, lined up her tip behind Cam’s splendidly 

developed ass and slowly inserted herself in.   

“Ooo Ooo Ooo.” Was all Cam could let out as the massive tip and shaft entered her behind. 

“It was tight…insanely tight” Teresa thought to herself, but it felt amazing. 

She knew she needed to go slow, as to not hurt Cam, but she was definitely going to finish off inside her.  

Teresa held Cam’s waist firmly, and slowly pushed herself into Cam before slowly pulling most of the 

way out.  She was careful not to jam in too hard and knew she needed to stretch Cam out a bit first, 

before really ramming her. 

I was enjoying watching Teresa’s slow movements and the casual flexing and relaxing of her huge thighs 

and hamstrings as she rocked forward and back.  Cam was really quiet now and there was a sense of 

discovery as we all knew it was the first time Cam had been fucked in the ass.  We all enjoyed Teresa’s 

pleasures and I loved when she took me from behind, but Cam was just experiencing the pleasure.   

Meanwhile, Andrea was more and more rapidly flicking my g-spot with her fingers.  At the same time, 

she was moaning with gratification from my mom’s playful hands.  It was the scene from some Greek 

orgy and I knew that was the kind of party Cam had in mind. 

But Teresa was feeling the greatest pleasure of all.  Her massive cock was being squeezed like never 

before from all sides.  Cam even started tightening and relaxing her glutes to provide my wife even more 

satisfaction.  Teresa began making loud, enjoyable screams and started pushing into Cam faster and 

harder, over and over again.  She was really feeling the satisfaction and with a few more thrusts into 

Cam she exploded.  Pint after volumeous pint of her cum was flooding onto Cam and I think I heard Cam 

gurgle at one point.  But that wasn’t enough for Teresa and with a backwards thrust and a loud POP, she 

pulled out of Cam and began depositing ropes of thick cum upon her back. 

Cam was completely exhausted from the fucking and dropped to her stomach as Teresa finished 

dropping load after load upon her back.  To get the last bit out, Teresa looked over at me, grabbed her 

gargantuan cock in her right hand and began kind of jerking herself off and forcing out several more 

squirts of cum.  I smiled widely at her, knowing there was a bit of revenge involved in the act and also 

glad we had all turned over the new leaf and would now be on these incredibly positive terms. 
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Teresa finally finished her deposits and looked down at her beaten pray.  The mess on her back was 

crazy, so Teresa thought of a quick way to clean Cam up.  She reached her buff, muscular arms under 

Cams long, fit physique, lifted her off the mattress and carried her back over to the pool.  The two naked 

combatants looked incredible and Teresa slowly walked them back into the shallow end.  She then kind 

of rubbed Cam’s muscular back down, turned and slowly walked up the steps and out.  Her majestic, 

muscle covered body looked herculean as it was completely naked and covered in dripping water.  She 

walked up and squeezed in, now lying to the outside of my mom.  I was now in an Andrea, mom and 

Teresa sandwich.  Our wet, muscle laden bodies all intertwined as one.   

Contented, our attention was drawn back to the pool as this tall, Asian, muscular girl started to walk up 

the stairs and out.  With the water dripping off of her gorgeous physique it was obvious she was 

satisfied, but pained and maybe a little confused.  Cam kind of approached us with a bit of a limp and 

said to Teresa, “Hey, maybe next time you can try my other hole.” 

“Oh sweet…so you definitely want a “Next Time!”…that’s good to know Cam.”  And she gave Cam a wry 

smile and a wink as Cam kind of limped back to a lounge chair a few feet away and collapsed again with 

exhaustion.… 


